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6722 The Enchanter
Compilation v1.0 Enchantments MMH 33-9525 Thierry

Sanchez 2004-04-19

Hi there, I put some great plugins together into one
single archive collection for those magic item user
characters This includes 3 mods written by myself:
Schastar Enchantment Tweaks tweaks settings to

enchant more. Schastar Soulgem Seller a scripted soul
gem seller at Balmora...

6721 The Enchanter
Compilation Enchantments MMH 33-1730 Thierry

Sanchez 2009-04-06

Hi there, I put some great plugins in one single archive
for those magic item user character : Inside this Zip,

you will find : - Schastar Enchantment Tweaks, a plugin
written by me : tweaks settings to enchant more. -

Schastar Soulgem Seller, a plugin written by me : a
scripted...

6714
Schastar

Magicrafting
Potions

Enchantments MMH 33-15341 Thierry
Sanchez 2015-05-11

With this plugin you will be able to buy some potions
that will grant you some help for your enchantments.
The potions are available from Schastaria of White

Haven, the sister of Nalcarya, at Balmora. I don't think
the plugin is too unbalanced : the potions have nasty

side effects ...

6713
Schastar

Enchantment
Tweaks

Enchantments MMH 33-15340 Thierry
Sanchez 2015-05-11

With this plugin enchanting things should be slightly
easier. Effect of the plugin on the Game settings : -

Much more enchanting space on every item. Now you
can have a casual look hiding great power. - A little
more creatures can provide constant effect enabling

souls (Ascended Sl...

2134 Schastar
DaedricLoot Armor MMH 4-9527 Thierry

Sanchez 2004-04-20

This plugin adds some random Daedric armor pieces on
Dremora dead bodies.  Now you have one more reason

to hunt dremoras.  Two levelled item lists used. You
should use a levelled list merger to fully enjoy this

plugin.    - At the right player level, you wi...


